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2-in-1 Mopping & Sweeping

The robot can vacuum and mop as per your requirement and need. Rest easy and let it take care of all types of debris, pet hair and dust particles without having to lift your fingers.
LDS Laser Navigation System works with an upgraded SLAM algorithm which is far superior than vSLAM or gyroscopic/random navigation provided by most robotic vacuum cleaners in the market.

### Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Range</td>
<td>8m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Rate</td>
<td>2016 times/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Frequency</td>
<td>6×360°/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy Deviation</td>
<td>≤2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anti-Fall and Anti-Collision Sensors

The device features 12 sets of high-precision sensors to map surroundings intelligently. This makes for accurate navigation around obstacles, crosses obstacles up to 2cm height, ensuring it never collides or falls off any staircase.
Automatic Recharge and Resume

The device can automatically go to its charging point and resume cleaning from the breakpoint, if it ever runs out of battery midway.
Multi-map Support

Mi Robot Vacuum-Mop P can construct and store up to 10 different maps for your duplex/multi-storey home. This exclusive in-memory storage feature relieves you from the inconvenience of re-mapping all the floors.
Smart App and Voice control

Connect to the Mi Home app to explore a plethora of options like remote control, real-time mapping, scheduled cleaning, spot cleaning, etc. It is also designed to work with Google Voice Assistant and Alexa, so you can control it with your voice.

- Real-Time Mapping
- Zoned Cleaning
- Spot cleaning
- Scheduling
Set Virtual Walls or Restricted Area

Set a virtual wall via the Mi Home app to avoid cleaning restricted areas like carpets or washrooms without having to purchase any additional accessories.

**Pattern**

- Recommended for Regular Cleaning
- Consumes Less Battery
- Preferable for Large Spaces

**Y Pattern**

- Recommended for Deep Cleaning
- Consumes More Battery
- Preferable for Small Spaces
Scheduling

Clean as per your convenience. Now, set up a time on the app and the robot will start cleaning on the scheduled time without you having to worry.
Spot Cleaning and Zone Cleaning
Now you can clean a spot or a zone just by selecting the area you want to clean from the app. The robot will understand your need to clean based off your customisations.

Edge Cleaning
Select “Vacuuming Along the edges” to reduce mapping time by almost 60%. Equipped with hawk-like sensors, it cleans all the dust accumulated in the corners like a pro.
Consumer Testimonials:

**Mi.com**
- My parents love it. Apparently it's simple enough to operate and works well by Parents Standard
- It's my second purchase. had bought for my parents. extremely useful during lockdown. purchased for self now. best part, can access from Anywhere. excellent product.

**amazon.in**
- I have been using this for vacuuming last 3 weeks and mopping weekly twice. This is so easy to use and cleans perfectly fine. Maintenance is easy too. The virtual wall feature is pretty good and reliable. I will recommend this for easy cleaning.

**Flipkart**
- Seems to be an intelligent Robot in mapping the house and finding the optimal route for cleaning. Sweeping and mopping are both much better compared to maid's work and is a savior in lockdown times. I must say that it really does a commendable job in doing both sweeping and mopping consecutively.